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Related news
After Originals and have launched Leopard Vans shoes; female Leopard Nike Air Max 1 "Leopard Pack" 2013-12-08 22:28:23
Leopard elements are widely used in recent years to the top of the shoes, following prior adidas , recently also for women Nike
shoes, fans launched a Air Max 1 "Leopard Pack" leopard suit. The toe and heel Air Max 1 were added some leopard pattern,
compared to full leopard shoes, the shoe is relatively a lot of low-key. This package contains two colors black gold and lime, priced at
149.35 euros, expected release date of October this year. Like leopard shoes shoes fans had better prepare for it in the bag!
Chinese shoes Network August 29 hearing, sporting goods NIKE and recently the new tactics --Nike SB Dunk High newest color, the
color is not the colorful modern avant-garde is not, but a return to the black and white color. Black shoes with laces and white hook,
simple, but compared with those gorgeous shoes favorably. Instead of this simple, so this pair of shoes became a wild shoes,
regardless of shopping, walking, sports, collections, have become a good choice. It is worth noting that, like friends do not need to
wait for a long time, next week will be a comprehensive listing, and that time will surely make a lot of fans crazy.
Players Reebok Kamikaze II Mid motion "Nocturnal" color models
2013-11-27 09:53:53 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: hypebeast] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network November 27 hearing, the sports brand Reebok sneakers Kamikaze overwhelmed as one of its signs II Mid
brought this new "Nocturnal" color. On the tube classic contour, combined with the use of purple snakeskin reflective tone black
leather shoes are constituted, then followed into the fluorescent yellow tone to create a sharp contrast to the overall exudes a strong
visual impact. (Media Partner: clothing with) 

Related news
Ronnie Fieg x Asics Gel-Lyte 3 Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:39:42 famous designer Ronnie Fieg recently seemed to be ready with the
major well-known footwear brands have cooperation again, in a continuous exposure with New Balance, After Dr. Martens shoes and
Del Toro's cooperation, who is now the hottest designers and cooperation with Asics, launched a Ronnie Fieg x Asics Gel-Lyte 3 &
quot; Total Eclipse & quot ;. From the exposure of the picture point of view, the design does not love Ronnie Fieg blue element, but
the use of black and red mix, is extremely rare. More details of this shoe, please pay attention to our follow-up reports.
Watch Malaysia Sneaker enthusiasts 2013-12-08 22:39:06 party scene grand and so we often see the United States or Europe to
Sneaker enthusiasts gathered to bring their own collection for many years with a group of like-minded friends to discuss learn from
each other. In recent days, as we near Malaysia also organized such a spectacular party shoes. The event is to commemorate the
first anniversary of Sole Slam Manila, numerous Sneaker enthusiasts attended the event, the scene grand fully as much as we've
seen in Europe and America shoes party really is to make the domestic shoe fans sigh, when the country can have such a party ah!
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, the internationally renowned Sportlifestyle brand PUMA launched the Mobium Elite
innovation landed Rams shiny shoes. 

PUMA Mobium Elite is available with a retractable foot movement while jogging new functional sports shoes. On the day, try new
products will be passionate Tianhe south of the square, fluorescent green, sun red, silver gray three colors black running shoes with
fashionable appearance and super intrinsic function, allowing guests to experience live heart. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional Footwear News, Media Partners: Apparel IT)
New York street signs Chanticleer breath SUPREME only recently announced its 2014 Winter Series all single-product, before the
first of the teamDECADE Instagram Profile exposed a Supreme x NIKE 2014 autumn and winter series of joint Air Force 1. As can
be seen from the figure in high-top shoes departure, respectively, black and white, 94 words of Supreme establishment year, US
American street words surface identity, see here really very excited. Following the early launch of the Supreme and Nike Air
Foamposite 1 set off a furore in the city, I do not know what will be the scene of the fan it, but let us put the wallet ready to yo.
Stan Smith as evergreen shoes, adidas Originals has a lot to build its high-style design, recently, the brand side will jointly famous
leather supplier Horween Leather, work together to create a new series of luxury shoes Stan Smith. In high-top and low to help
expand the two versions, the main part of the shoe body and tongue and other parts of the relief-like pattern, were to spend the full
texture of leather wrapped hip horse, brown tone leather with a fabric noble charm, equipped with simple white Sole go. It is reported
that the new series will begin on October 9 and some online retail stores on sale, priced at 150 and $ 160.
Recently, the Japanese bike company W-BASE Fall 2015 release associated with Stussy multiply series of single products. As BMX
industry authority manufacturers, this fan of the clothes the same quality level of the control is high enough, mainly black color, release
coat and hat single product. Windbreaker waterproof fabrics to create high-quality, injection-linking multiply both sides Logo indicate
identity, cap funds cover the full leather material, marked "Stussy International" do not note identification, also unique. It is reported
that the new single product will be on sale on the 26th of this month, priced at $ 153 and $ 62.
David Robinson - Nike Air 2 Strong PHOTO GALLERY 2013-12-08 22:21:36
; ; To celebrate the Hall of Famer, 2nd NBA championship winner in 1990, 1995 league MVP, 10-time All-Star David Robinson's
birthday today, let us enjoy this pair of under Admiral Nike Air 2 Strong. This pair of shoes available in 1995, with Charles Barkley's
Air Max 2 CB in the end has the same design, but with different lines. Although the Air 2 Strong colors varied, but what we see is a
pair of black and white color David Robinson played for Spurs when, although unpretentious but interesting, just as Admiral solid and
steady style of play the same.
Levis X Nike SB Dunk Low tannins return 2013-12-08 22:21:18
; Since the cooperation with well-known brand Levis, Levis therefore used shoes most classic cowboy denim material, with the bright



red soles makes the overall good effect. In addition to the excellent outside appearance of the breakthrough on the details of
cooperation between the two sides are still on the insole of the left foot, respectively, showing a characteristic of the American Stars
and Stripes pattern having, and Swoosh on the shoe is the use of leather on the back waist jeans brand similar at the suture, so the
cooperation of both sides to show the most.
Miami Nights Jordan Fly Wade 2 EV 'Biscayne' 2013-12-08 22:11:00
Although the Heat and the Celtics made two victories back to back games, but Wade's performance was lackluster, of course, this is
not the finals, Dwyane Wade seems to bide their time, ready to go. June, Fly Wade 2 EV believe will help Wade to Miami, the city
following the 2006 championship after another. This design inspiration than from the nearby Bay of Cadiz cut Miami, it is the location
of the 2006 championship parade. Jordan Fly Wade 2 EV 'Biscayne' with the South Beach of the same color laces is very brisk, and
the shoes are being replaced by green and purple.
Agenda as a high street fashion culture of peace and prosperity, agenda each year will attract many enthusiasts street, street artists,
and in the streets of major brand mastermind scene add to the fun overwhelmed we bring agenda in Long Beach, the 2014 Summer
Exhibition on-site review beat street shoes. This time we focus on the feet of all the people on the streets. Flyknit's Chukka Jordan
and Future Adidas, NIKE ZX Flux, Smith Stan, FBT and so on. To see the following these shoes, collocation, hoping to give us in this
quarter a better collocation inspiration. 

/>
Nike fourth quarter ended May 31 of $ 490.5 million net profit on revenue of $ 5.09 billion, exceeding analysts' expectations. 

NEW YORK, June 26 reported that Nike (Nike ; Inc.) 25 announced net profit of $ 490.5 million in the fourth quarter ended May 31 or
98 cents per share, 96 cents per share, exceeding analysts' forecasts. 

A year ago net profit of $ 437.9 million, or 86 cents per share. 

fourth-quarter revenue rose from $ 4.38 billion a year ago to $ 5.09 billion. More than analysts forecast $ 4.95 billion. 

This footwear and sporting goods company's stock price was unchanged at $ 65.97 on the 25th.
Nike Air Max Hyperposite Stoudemire Knicks PE 2013-12-08 22:17:00
Before we introduced for the color blue pink and blue fluorescent green color of the Nike Air Max Hyperposite relevant information,
and as one of this top spokesperson boots next season, the Knicks All-Star power forward Costa Berchtold Seoul also recently
exposed out of PE color, matte leather upper with black and orange Foamposite material, lining, outsole and shoes are Nike Swoosh
Knicks are blue, black midsole equipped with the whole palm Max Air 360 unit, tongue there Stoudemire personal identification AS1,
Stoudemire this season likely will fall boots on sale.



Sports players Kuraishi a tree design adidas Originals by Originals Kazuki Campus 80s Black and Purple color series
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; ; ; Chinese shoes Network March 8 hearing by a tree Kazuki Kuraishi designed the latest adidas Originals by Originals Campus
80s Black and Purple color series already on sale. Full black suede shoes hollow body with a dot three bars, quite mysterious and
ankle shoes purple leather breath, inside leather lining single product more noble status. 

Related news
Recently, highly heat rise shoes, I would like a non-NIKE's classic shoes Nike Air Huarache must go. The legendary designer Tinker
Hatfield made the build shoes to unique retro outline sweep this street. The Fan will be in the autumn of NIKE quarter, we announced
the following new color design series. Selected the classic red and black color, the suede and nylon breathable mesh material
constituting the body of the shoe, its streets have to create a weapon of shoes. This time the red and black color series will be the
20th of its sale in its designated store, which sells for $ 110 dollars, interested friends may pay more attention.
stussy Livin 'General Store this by the American street brand Stussy originator's life shop, and Colorado before following package
box brand Topo Designs, expand joint cooperation planning. Launched the "Made in Colorado" box series. The Fan to join Japanese
footwear brand MoonStar, conduct joint planning to launch a joint cooperation in the following 2014 fall and winter boots. Design
signs from MoonStar departure Rain Boots boots, high-quality canvas shoes with rubber fender constituted body. Finally, wear-
resistant soles rendered duck. This time the shoe is on sale in the official shop, interested friends may pay more attention.
Early in undefeated just grassroots of 2002, NIKE had and the main reason people Undefeated Eddie Cruz cooperation with
Release Version Dunk Hi shoes, then Undefeated in order to pay tribute to the 48 employees, especially limited edition of 48 pairs, a
time Let one pair of sneaker tenfold price rise even higher. And in February this year and Undefeated Nike also a co-year review,
released a white version of the "Bring Back Pack", allows fans to experience the shoes again Undefeated appeal. But the "Bring
Back Pack" Nostalgia series and did not stop this, yesterday, Nike re-released the official view of the second bomb Olive lines!
Creative Recreation sneakers brand founder Rich Cofinco with renowned photographer Nate Harvey founded the coming footwear
brand ASIF, the recent release of the new IO Trainer shoes on sale officially added. Style designed to cool and comfortable mainly
use suede and mesh to create a shoe body revealing minimalist taste, followed in order to replace the traditional laces with
telescopic adjustment, it can be considered one of the highlights of shoes and placed removable shoes inside the cage, elegant
location details in place, revealing overall casual atmosphere with a difference. Currently, the shoes have shelves, priced at $ 180.
visvim of FOLEY-FOLK help low shoes always giving a "set of each flavor in a" feel. This classic shoes back to everyone's attention
at the time of this fall and winter approaching, the total release of black, brown and navy blue three kinds of color. Even shoe design
seems not much surprise, but do not forget visvim choice of material is the brand of "killer", selected high-quality cow suede with two
kinds of material to build Kangaroo leather shoes to fine sewing blessing, finally equipped with rubber outsole complete, plain and
simple yet full of texture. Friends who are interested can now buy online, priced at US $ 520 per pair.
adidas to create a new field at leisure basketball shoes SS Inspired 2013-12-08 22:02:24
With a beautiful appearance and comfortable foot feeling, SS Inspired have become fixed launched basic shoes. From the
Superstar, so the most classic shell toe head design is indispensable. On the SS Inspired by the shell head made of soft leather, car
lines sketched out the wonderful shell-shaped arc. EVA comfort midsole make the shoes has been greatly improved, Non Marking
rubber outsole let you in on the court will not leave unsightly blots movement, concise and rich texture of SS Inspired absolutely perfect
your dress with a single product.
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